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1.  INTRODUCTION 

From “ First M87 Event Horizon Telescope Results” [1], we can extract the followings:“The horizon-

scale emission of M87 at 1.3 mm exhibits a robust crescent-like structure.The global very long 

baseline interferometry (VLBI) at an observing wavelength of 1.3mm (230 GHz) with Earth-

diameter-scale baselines is required to resolve the shadows of the core of M87. 

The crescent morphology, rapid drop to a deep interior flux depression, and broad consistency among 

days, methods, and the stellar dynamics measurement all point to the emission structure from M87 

being due to strong gravitational lensing around a central black hole. 

VLBI observations at 1.3mm have revealed a diameter of the emission region of , 

which is comparable to the expected horizon-scale structure. Finally, the radio core in M87 is quite 

typical for powerful radio jets in general. 

This measurement from lensed emission near the event horizon is consistent with the presence of a 

central Kerr black hole, as predicted by the general theory of relativity. 

In [1] they present in Section 3 a pedagogical description showing how within compact ring models 

the emission diameter and central flux depression (shadow) can be inferred 

directly from salient features of the visibility data” . 

In some refs cited in [1], is shown that “in many Active galactic nuclei (AGNs), collimated relativistic 

plasma jets (Bridle &Perley 1984; Zensus 1997) launched by the central black hole contribute to the 

observed emission. These jets may be powered either by magnetic fields threading the event horizon, 

extracting the rotational energy from the black hole (Blandford & Znajek 1977), or from the accretion 

flow (Blandford &Payne 1982). The near-horizon emission from low-luminosity active galactic nuclei 

(LLAGNs); Ho 1999) is produced by synchrotron radiation that peaks from the radio through the far 

infrared. This emission may be produced either in the accretion flow (Narayan et al. 1995), the jet 

(Falcke et al. 1993), or both (Yuan et al. 2002) “. 

In [1] the appearance of M87* has been modeled successfully using general-relativistic 

Magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD) simulations, which describe a turbulent, hot, magnetized disk 

orbiting a Kerr black hole. They naturally produce a powerful jet and can explain the broadband 

spectral energy distribution observed in LLAGNs. At a wavelength of 1.3 mm, and as observed here, 

the simulations also predict a shadow and an asymmetric emission ring. 

In my opinion, from these models do not result the cause of shadow of the BH, and by what 

mechanism is transformed the matter accretion flow into near-horizon emission. 

In the following we will come with a new model in the spirit of  more common physical raisons used 

in cosmology, as a combination of, the inflation, the electroweak phase transition (EWPT) Universe 
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Abstract: The holographic entanglement via bit threads flux lines it could be viewed as the common cause 

for almost of cosmic Universe epochs, as Electroweak Phase Transition (EWPT), CMBR and Confinement, 

others events like Black holes (BHs) merging and  the lensing effects. The bit threads (magnetic flux lines) 

are produced in the bulk of bodies as due of  the EWPT bubbles collisions that being filed with a Higgs field, 

and quarks-gluons in case of nucleons. All the known parameters of M87* Event Horizon Telescope Results 

are explained in terms of these new models. 
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epoch (~100GeV~0.1m), when the BH is viewed as spacetime region, the origin  and the content of  

black holes [BHs), FLRW, the entanglement holograms, all being experienced by the author himself 

in recent works, in order to explain the Earth lensing, the CMBR appearance and frequency, LIGO 

strain, etc. [15÷18], and the companion references mentioned therein, and repeated here. 

2. THE GRAVITO-ELECTRIC EINSTEIN TENSOR IN CORE OF BH 

In the case of a homogeneous potential directed along the z-axis [10] eq. (2.2), the Einstein stress-

energy tensor is: 
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With gluonsV =  as above is obtained cEB qq= . 
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Here, the Hubble constant is defined as   
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Or based on bit-threads [15÷18] as  
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Since the quarks inside BHs, as  commoving particles following the collisions of the Electroweak 

(EW) bubbles filled with Higgs field,  generate an electromagnetic field (EM) by a  pulsating process 

[12] with frequency ,   a such pulse of stress-energy it could be ,  is 

a positive constant, and the surface gravity . 

We can observe that , or, we have obtained the classical formula for 

deformation. 
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3. MAGNETIC FIELD GENERATION IN FIRST ORDER PHASE TRANSITION BUBBLE COLLISIONS 

When the Universe supercooled below the critical temperature ( ) the Higgs field 

locally tunneled from the unbroken  phase to the broken  phase [5].  

The tunneling gave rise to the formation of broken phase bubbles which then expanded by converting 

the false vacuum energy into kinetic energy. 

The typical size of a bubble after the phase transition is completed is in the range 

                                                                                                                                   (9) 

Where 

                                                                                                                       (10) 

is the size of the event horizon at the electroweak scale,  is the Planck mass,  is the 

number of massless degrees of freedom in the matter, and the fractional size  is . 

Törnkvist in [5], discusses the suggestion made in cited Ref. [9], that magnetic fields may be 

generated in the decay of Z -strings. It is well-known that the unstable Z -string decays initially 

through charged W -boson fields. The idea is that these W fields form a “condensate” which then in 

turn would act as a source of magnetic fields. The conventional gauge-invariant definition of the 

electromagnetic field tensor in the 

SU(2) × U(1) Yang-Mills-Higgs system is given by following eq. where 

a possible generalization of the definition for the Weinberg-Salam model was given by Vachaspati 

[5]. It is conceivable, however, that the large conductivity of the plasma in the early universe, cited 

refs. [2, 1, 33] may cause the magnetic field lines to freeze into the fluid so that it remains preserved 

at later times. 

To note also, that, in case of electroweak and QGP epochs the magnetogenesis is analyzed for 

different mechanisms [15÷18] 

We can now wonder what is the strength of the magnetic fields at the end of the EWPT. A partial 

answer to this question has been recently given in [19] where the formation of ring-like magnetic 

fields in collisions of bubbles of broken phase in an abelian Higgs model were inspected. 

Under the assumption that magnetic fields are generated by a process that resembles the Kibble and 

Vilenkin [24] mechanism, when  condensate- and strings-configurations are expected to form, it 

was concluded that a magnetic field is of the order .  

Assuming turbulent enhancement of the field by inverse cascade, a root-mean-square value of the 

magnetic field  on a commoving scale of  as 

from [11]. 

In the case of a first order electroweak phase transition, the Higgs field inside a given bubble has an 

arbitrary phase [19]. The bubbles expand and eventually collide, while new bubbles are continuously 

formed, until the phase transition is completed. This also involves the equilibration of the phases of 

the complex Higgs fields, the gradients 

of which act as a source for gauge fields, thus making the generations of magnetic fields possible. The 

magnetic field generated in bubble collisions will be imprinted on the background plasma.  
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Figure 5 from [19]: B with v = 1, r = 1, σ = 7, R = 10 and t = 10, 20, 30 and 40 after the 

initial collision. The point of initial collision on the z-axis is  (and units are 

; the gauge boson mass ). 

It is convenient to write the Higgs field in polar form: 

; X settles rapidly to its equilibrium value η. 

Again the magnetic field escapes from the bubbles intersection region and moves outwards with the 

speed of light.  

4. THE BORN OF PAIRS INSIDE THE BUBBLES AS PERMANENT PROCESS 

Now, the rate per unit volume of  pairs creation   is given by using the Schwinger effect R   inside the  

EW bubbles  
( )EEcEER crcr  −= − exp*)8)(()( 1342

                                                           (11) 

or 
1crEE

, , mass m , and so-called “critical” electric field  
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the volume is given by:  
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5. THE STRAIN AT EVENT HORIZON 

From [12] we have: 

; ; ; ; and ;  

We will assume that  represents ingoing radiation which changes the black hole’s mass by 

only a small fractional amount, . We can then take κ to be constant to lowest order. If 

we change the independent variable from λ to v = t + r∗, then 

; ;  

And  

 

For spherically symmetric pulses, the shear and vorticity vanish, and the Raychaudhuri equation, Eq. 

(36) from [12], becomes 

 

The equation for the horizon area can be expressed as 
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If we take  to be the initial area of the black hole in the distant past, where  is its 

initial mass, then we have  

 

In this approximation, the change in the mass of the black hole is 

 

where we have used . 

This agrees with the result obtained by calculating the change in mass directly from Eq. (12) as  

 

Here, it was  defined an “effective magnetic field", , in terms of the total energy density in the 

magnetic field of MF Vortex,  

                                                                                                                                      (12) 

On the horizon, ,  

Since the quarks generated  inside nucleons or in EW bubbles are generated by a  pulsating process 

with frequency ,   a such pulse of stress-energy it could be ,  is a 

positive constant, and the surface gravity . 

We can observe that , or, we have obtained the classical formula for 

deformation. 

6. THE PRE-FORMATION OF BH AT EWPT UNIVERSE EPOCH  

First step-at EWPT epoch 
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At BH spacetime 

From [1], the mass of M87 is appreciated as KgMM SUNU

399 1098.110 == ,and with 

JGeVa BHendBH

123

_ 1012.1107100 −− ===  , when, the initially GeVmA 100 at 0.1 m,  

at commoving distance of BH diameter this becomes ][1026.37 10

_ TBMeVm fluxmagneticA =→= =
, from 

eq. (5), that corresponds with quarks mass. As a rule, the build of spacetime is obtained by using well-

known Inflation models as in A.H.Guth [13],
  

][ 11 −−= meHk N

leaveend ; 
11 −−= Hka endend ; 

][1.0 mH leave = ; )(N -e- folds, thus 
the horizon-entry is when

N
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4

_ 1043.1 =BHenda , and with eq. (6), the spacetime deformation Becomes ][101.1 101 mRH end ==−  

, and respectively,  from eq. (7) with ][106.4 37 mkg=   from eq. (8), also ][105.5 91 mH end =−
; 

when the number of bit-threads as above is 
64

log 101.1 == ramhonn ; ][16701 scRcHt endend == − , 

][103.8 10 KT = , with ][1.011 mkH laeveleave == −−
 we found  675.19=N  to match the iterations 

cycle: NaHRTkm endendBg →→→→→→→ −1 . ][1067.2 14

_ mBHC

−= the curvature 

radius R  is equally with Schwarzschild radius ][109.2 12 mrsch =  
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at BH diameter 

, and with JGeVa nearendnear

123

_ 1012.110701.0 −− ===  , at commoving distance of BH 

diameter ][1025.37 10

_ TBMeVm fluxmagneticA =→= =
 , with eq. (5), the horizon-entry is when 

N

leaveend ekk −= ; ][105 111 mkend =−
, 1_ =nearenda ,  and with eq. (6), ][101.1 81 mH end =−

, and 

respectively near the same with eq. (7) for  ][106.6 311 mkg=  from eq. (8), and the number of 

bit threads is 
68

log 101.1 == ramhonn ; Schobject rr  , ][16731 scRcHt endend == −
, where with 

][105 1111 mkH laeveleave == −−
 we found  61.1=N  to match the iterations cycle: 

NaHRTkm endendBg →→→→→→→ −1 .  

 ][1067.2 14

_ mnearC
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at EVT-today 

Therefore, the new horizon of EWPT bubbles collisions, where the stress-energy pulse leaves under 

the form of bit threads, see figure 1.,  1== leaveleaveleave Hka , or Schwleaveleave rHk == −− 11
. Now, the 

new horizon-entry-EVT detector is when the wave length N

leaveend ekk −= ; and the scale factor arrives 
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from the total at hologram of 
68101.1   and from eq. (7)   with  ][1037.1 329 mkg−=  from eq. 

(8),  it results the today spacetime ][1028

_ mH spaceend = ; and  
with data for the EVT site, we have 

for 

the commoving magnetic flux at ][1048.1 10

_ TB fluxmagnetic

−

= = , with eq. (5), scHt endend

161 104== − , 

we found 9=N  to match the iterations cycle: NaHRTkm endendBg →→→→→→→ −1 .  

In order to identify e  in [19], and in figure 5.,  we proceed as following, we know that for 
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 , or ][183.2 meL − , which is the 

Compton length for 
W  bosons [20]. Thus, we have add one constraint equation to the four Klein-

Gordon equations; the only linear, Lorentz invariant choice is 0)()( 2 =+ xAm    and 0= 
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Therefore, in figure .7  results at the hologram site ][780"" 1−= me ; so ][063.0780/50 m=   when 

][1056.7 23

_ Jamv EVTendA

−== , the same value is obtained if we consider that at EVT site from 

the number of bit threads of initially value of 
6810  it pass only 

5810 , in the above formula,  we 
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have for the today ][1056.7
1057.1

1006.1 23

68

58

Jmv Anear

−=



= , whereas above, also,  we have for the 

pulse dimension as from figure 5.,  ][1092.3780*50 14 −= m , so the frequency is 

GHzcec 233780"" ===  , which is in the range of the frequency measured in [1], this being 

the  decisive result which validates the present model.  

7. THE HOLOGRAM AND THE SPACETIME DEFORMATIONS 

Near BH 

We use the above model confirmed in others author works [15÷18]. 

With ][ 1−= s
R

c
a  ; where ][105 11 mR = ; 

4109.5 −=a ; with ][1098.11098.110 39249 kgM == ; 

][105 15 −−= s ; if we have the  generation  inside the vacuum of BH as given by eq. (11), 
11 )( −− == volVVRv  ;where ][1061.1104.8 114354 −= sVVR Cvol  , ][1067.2 14 mmcc

−== 

; where, the mass of ring’s particles (electrons) being ][1025.1 29 kgm −= , that 

resulting ][102.6 15 sv −= ; and 0.1ve
. Here for E  we uses eq. (5) , ][101.8 19 CNE = , with  

][1012.1 12 JV −=  that corresponds to quarks mass, and the magnetic flux is 

][1025.3 10 TcEB == . Inside the BH this flux is expelled under the form of jets with the 

frequency ~233 GHz.So, the deformation  near BH is 11=


A

A
; or ][1048.5 9 mA = , just the 

BH’s core size, or where the lensing is total (the radiation don’t escapes), see figure 1.To note that at 

EWPT epoch the deformation is 
13108.5 =



A

A
; or ][1013 mA =  as the spacetime region 

deformation. 

At spacetime-today 

With ][ 1−= s
R

c
a  ; where ][1025 mR = ; 

17104.2 −=a ; with ][1098.11098.110 39249 kgM == ; 

][105 15 −−= s ; if we have the  generation  inside the BH as given by eq.(11), 11 )( −− == volVVRv  ; 

where ][10107.1 14314 −= sVVR Cvol  , ][104 4 mmcc

−==  ; where, the mass of ring’s 

particles (electrons) being ][1053.7][104.8 2340 Jkgm −− →= , that resulting ][102.9 5 sv −= ; 

and 0.1ve
. Here for E  we uses eq. (5) , ][37.0 CNE = , with  ][1056.7 23 JV −=  that 

corresponds to the quarks mass, and the magnetic flux is ][1048.1 10 TcEB −== . So, the 

deformation near BH is 
13109.4 −=



A

A
; or ][105 15 mA = ,  or the spacetime deformation is 

above the ring diameter.In all situations, and in other words, the pulse is expelled from inside BH to 

holograms. 

 
Fig1. Our model of M87* 
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8. CONCLUSION 

By using authors developed models, we found that 

-M87 it was pre-formed when the spacetime was of 0.1 [m] or at EWPT epoch of Universe as a object 

of mass SUNM 910 . 

-The pulsed EM field it was generated by EWPT bubbles collisions, and at commoving distance of 

1011÷1013[m] decays to quarks mass. 

-The Einstein- stress energy tensor is equally with this field. 

-This field is entangled from inside the BH region to the boundary as a hologram, where each particle 

is a point. 

- The flow v  by its field lines (also called flux lines) with the condition 0= v  means that the 

threads cannot begin, end, split, or join in the bulk; each thread can begin and end only on a boundary, 

which could be the conformal boundary where the field theory lives, or possibly a horizon (e.g. if  are 

considering a single-sided black hole spacetime). 

-The hologram is the place of lensing, inside its there is not emission, that gives the shadow (black 

hole). The field lines passing the hologram give the luminosity with the frequency of 233 GHz as it 

was calculated, and as being observed by EVT with some bulbs, see figure 1 (left and right). 

-The field deforms the spacetime, initially in pre-formation arriving at ][1013 mr =  which it remains 

near constantly till today. 

-The rotating body BH (as every cosmic object) being into equilibrium with his ring (the centripetal 

force equals the gravitational force), the attraction being extend to the deformed spacetime 

][1013 mr = . 

Therefore, again is remarkable the proof of the author models also for this cosmic object.  
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